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Security Council to meet on Iranian crisis

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Security Council members agreed Tuesday to meet on the Iranian crisis and the council president said the session probably would begin no later than today despite an Iranian plea for a week's delay.

President Sergio Pa- lacios de Vizzio of Bolivia told reporters he expected a meeting last night or today in response to Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim's urgent re- quest that the 15-member coun-cil converse on the issue.

Waldheim took the unusual step of calling the meeting Sunday, saying the conflict over Iranian militaries holding 40 American hostages in the U.S. Embassy in Tehran threatened world peace.

Iranian special envoy Saeed Sanjabi told a news conference the next few days are "of high political and religious significa- nce" in Iran and "we have requested postponement to the next week of this meeting."

"At that time our foreign minister will be coming here to New York to participate in the meeting of the council and to explain the demands of our people," Sanjabi said.

Abolhassan Bani Sadr, Iran's acting foreign minister, had said Sunday he would fly to New York yesterday. But the country's revolutionary council announced hours later he had postponed his trip for a week because of Ashura, the most important holiday for the Shi'ite Moslems sect, and the Dec. 2 referendum on Iran's new Islamic constitution.

Although Palacios de Vizzio met before Sanjabi held his news conference, he said he was aware Iran "requested a postponement" but the council would go ahead with its plans to hold a formal meeting.

Sanjabi, reading from a prepared statement, said Iran had asked on Nov. 13 that the Security Council meet and was "glad" that request had come to Waldheim's attention. The United States had blocked Iran's plea for a meeting, but then announced Sunday it would support Waldheim's re- quest, on grounds the session would focus on a call for an immediate release of the hostages.

Sanjabi said "threats made by the U.S. and its propaganda campaign have created a dan- gerous atmosphere for the re- gion," and the council president said Iran wanted deposed Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi and "other members of his regime" returned to Iran to stand trial and that "the wealth stolen by these criminals" be given back to Iran.

The shah is undergoing treat- ment in a New York City hospital.

Diplomats following the pri- vate session said this week that the 15 United States and Iran were working at cross purposes.

The XDRST, a major patent holder and to protect the potentiality of human life, and the desire to avoid espionage and a decision to support an activity that may be harmful or repug- nant," Justice Department lawyers argued.

"In forbidding the use of federal funds for abortion, the government does not regulate abortion among those in certain limited categories, Congress makes a judgment based on legitimate concerns: the desire to protect the potentiality of human life, and the desire to avoid espionage and a decision to support an activity that may be harmful or repugn- nant," Justice Department lawyers argued.

"The Supreme Court legalized abortions in 1973, basing its decision on a weighty constitu- tional right to privacy.

Psych Services analyze student drinking habits

by Dan Letcher

A survey designed to analyze student drinking at Notre Dame will be completed next week by Student Government in con- junction with Psychological Services of the Student Health Center, according to Dr. Wayne Pellegrini of Psych Services.

The questionnaire, which will be administered to campus leaders, deals with the "behavioral" aspect of drinking ac- cording to Pellegrini. How much alcohol, what kind of alcohol and how often do you drink are examples of questions being asked.

Pellegrini says that the survey "also takes demographic vari- ables into account, such as socio-economic status, and looks for significant associa- tions with parental alcohol use, high school peer group and college peer group, and other dimension studied is the frequency and accuracy of al- cohol and its effects."
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court said yesterday it may be too late for Congress to refuse to pay for most abortions wanted by women on welfare.

Once again taking up one of the nation's most divisive and sensitive topics, the court agreed to hear arguments over the constitutionality of the abortion-spending restriction.

But the justices left them- selves an escape route. First they will have to decide whether they have the proper jurisdiction before ruling on the constitu- tional question.

Arguments likely will be heard this winter and a decision announced sometime before the end of the court term in June.

Attached to the budget for the Department of Health, Educa- tion and Welfare, the so-called Hyde amendment was first passed by Congress in 1976.

Various versions of it have been enacted for each fiscal year since then.

The court will study the Hyde amendment passed for fiscal year 1978, which bars Medicaid spending for abortions unless a woman is threatened by danger of death or permanent injury if she is not given an abortion.

Campaign have created a dan-
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News in brief

Yugoslavian floods kill 22, force scores to flee

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) - Catastrophic floods killed at least 22 people, injured dozens, and forced tens of thousands to flee their homes in southwestern Yugoslavia this month, government officials said yesterday. Government spokesman Bogoljub Nedeljkovic told Parliament some rivers crested at their highest level in 100 years between Nov. 10 and Nov. 21, inundating 271,000 acres of farmland, damaging 535 bridges and 480 miles of roadway and disrupting rail service in the states of Montenegro, Bosnia, Serbia, Kosovo and Macedonia.

Police tell four to freeze, make them lie in snow

AURORA, Colo. (AP) - When Calvin Walker looked out his window, he saw "cops everywhere with guns pointed at the house," a neighbor said. Florida National Bank said Walker alerted police after he had been a victim of a robbery. In Sunday. It was a case of mistaken identity, police said. Police said the man who had been on one of the two suspects in the robberies fled from a pickup truck near Walker's house. The other was arrested in the truck. Minutes later, Walker's two friends were arrested, and one of them matched the missing suspect's description and was shot outside, Landiers said.

Hoosier — Kentucky river dispute afloat in turmoil

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - A U.S. Supreme Court hearing officer says he will revisit today in its boundary dispute Kentucky. He said Kentucky but the final decision rests with the nation's highest court. Senior U.S. District Judge Robert Von Pelt said that the boundary between the two states be fixed "at the low water mark on the north side of the Ohio River as it existed in 1792, when Kentucky was admitted into the Union." The recommendation came in a report prepared by Von Pelt, a Lincoln, Neb., judge, for the Supreme Court. Kentucky had argued that the boundary should be fixed at the low-water mark as it exists today, a move which would give jurisdiction over more of the river. The Supreme Court has the option of accepting or rejecting Von Pelt's recommendations, and could order further hearings in the case.

Weather

Rain likely this morning and becoming mixed with snow in the afternoon. Highs will be in the 50s. Light snow likely tonight, snow around 10. Snow flurries and cold northwest. High in the lows.

In Mosque takeover

SAUDIS corner Moslem fanatics

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) - Soldiers have the last of the amalgam of fighters who occupied Mecca's Grand Mosque cornered in the mosque, Saudi information minister said yesterday. Government forces held off a final assault in order to catch the hoard and prevent further damage to the mosque, Islam's holiest shrine. Mohammed Abdul Yamani said in a statement broadcast by Riyadh radio.

He said the upper floors of the huge edifice and its seven steeples were in control of security forces.

Yamani did not say how many

Applicants don't need to write

For those interested in a career with the Federal Government, Social Security now has its own recruiting system which does not require a written examination. Interested person can complete an application listing his or her education, work experience, and education. During 1980, Social Security will need more than 1,000 persons to fill Claims Representative positions nationwide. Many of these positions will require U.S. citizens with a good knowledge of Spanish as well as English. The Claims Representative positions are at GS-1 level (approximately $1,100 a year) and advances to the GS-10 level (projected for approximately $12,000 a year). If you are interested in service to the public and a solid career with permanent opportunities, contact the Placement Bureau, Room 213, Administration Building after December 3, 1979 and ask for details on the "CRESS project .

ND-SMC Theatre names cast

The cast has been named for "The Heiress," the latest Notre Dame-Saint Mary's Theatre Production, with the lead roles going to Capt. Larry McCulley, John Davenport as Dr. Sloper, and Jim O'Brien as Morris Townsend. "The Heiress," a dramatic adaptation of the Henry James novel, "Washington Square," will be performed at 8 p.m. Nov. 30 and Dec. 1, 6, 7, and 8, in Saint Mary's College O'Laughlin Auditorium. For tickets call 284-4176.
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Randy's 501st birthday party

Randy's 501st birthday party will be held Saturday, Dec. 1, at Lynwood Country Club, 3300 E. Lynwood Drive. The event will feature a buffet dinner and a variety show. Tickets are $15 per couple and $10 per person, and can be purchased at the Observer office or from any Observer employee. The proceeds will benefit the Observer's News Fund. For more information, call 751-1000 Ext. 29.

In this section

Campus

12:15 p.m. faculty mass: sponsored by hunger coalition: dedication of new academic year: student member of national honor society: welcome social. 
4:30 p.m. biology seminar: "The interferons," Dr. Gary T. Barkley, no. spo. by dept. of biology, galvin 107.
4:30 p.m. meeting: alpha phi omega service fraternity: attendance mandatory: Heflin theatre.
7:30 p.m. meeting: junior advisory council: Zaman building.
7:30 p.m. meeting: college bowl team captains: caron court: lawton.
10:15 p.m. movie: side story: admission $1.00: for high school.
6:30 p.m. lecture: Denzil Gondet: sponsored by college of arts and letters library.
6:30 p.m. lecture: "Hymn sedgwick: the professionalization of ritual consciousness," David Solomon, sp.: l.s. degree dept.: college of arts and letters library.
Demand cools; lending rate drops

NEW YORK (AP) - Some major banks cut their prime lending rates yesterday to 15% percent, responding to lower costs for acquiring funds and to cooling of demand by businesses for loans. Bankers Trust Co. of New York, the nation's eighth-largest bank ranked by deposits, reduced its basic lending rate from a record 15% percent. It was the first reduction in the prime rate since the rate began rising sharply last August.

The Federal Reserve Board has acted to make credit more readily available to banks to join the move to lower prime rates.

Bankers Trust Chairman Albrecht III said the reduction "reflects a decline in our own cost of funds." Banking analysts said recent reports from the Federal Reserve indicated a slowing in the growth of the nation's basic money supply and a decline in corporations' demand for credit.
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SMC plans final dress rehearsal

The final dress rehearsal of Saint Mary's eighth annual Madrigal Dinners will be held tonight in Regina Hall. All members of the Saint Mary's Notre Dame community are invited to attend, free of charge, this rehearsal which will include everything but the dinner. Seating is limited for the rehearsal which will begin at 8:30 p.m.

Kentucky Tickets

300 tickets for Ken-ND b-ball game on Dec. 29 in Louisville's Freedom Hall go on sale Wed. Nov. 28, 7:00pm.

First come, first serve basis No line may form before 5:00pm on the 28th

Only 1 ticket per person Student must present I.D.

Tickets $5.25 each

Student Union Ticket Office 2nd floor LaFortune

Student Union Record Sale

list 7.98 - 5.10
8.98 - 5.70
available at Student Union Ticket Office Mon-Wed 12:15-4:00

Select titles from Columbia/Epic at $3.99 including

Dan Fogelberg
Billy Joel
Santana
Loggins & Messina

Now Available Cut-out LP's from $1.29

SALE
Fleetwood Mac Tusk $8.99
Eagles Long Run $5.50
Stevie Wonder Secret Life $8.30

The Garry Bell's Blues Band featuring Lurrie Bell will be performing at the Midwest Blues Festival this weekend.

Guitars to twang

ND Arts presents blues festival

by Ann Hesburgh

Notre Dame's Cultural Arts Commission presents the twang of the guitar, the wail of the harmonica, and the thump of the drums at its 8th annual fall Midwest Blues Festival this weekend.

The "Blues from the Bayou" can be heard in St. Helen Center at 8 p.m. Friday Nov. 30 and the "Chicago Blues" at 7:35 p.m. Saturday Dec. 1. The festival will include such blues originals as Roosevelt Sykes, "Professor Longhair and His Blues Scholars," and Lonnie Brooks.

The "reason for the Blues Festival," Director Michael Wood commented, "is to provide for the students as well as the South Bend community, the opportunity to join in an important American celebration. I believe that the shows in all will very representative of what the blues are all about." Festival tickets can be purchased at the door and will vary in price according to the night of performance and purchaser's status. Student admission is $5 Friday night, $4 Saturday night, or $8 for both nights. Non-student admission prices are slightly higher, selling for $6 Friday night, $7 Saturday night, or $10 for both evening performances.

The Festival is the "best kept secret on campus," Cultural Arts Commissioner David Ellis said. "Those who have attended the Festival in the past have never left disappointed."

Despite recent cuts in the Cultural Arts Commission's allotted funds, "the Festival will take place as usual," Wood said. He has devised several methods of acquiring additional monies, which will "hopefully offset our operating expenses of $2,500." This year both the T-shirt and concessions sales will be handled by Notre Dame students rather than private companies as in the past.

The Festival will be casual and those desiring to bring blankets and folding chairs can come. Approximately 100-150 chairs will be set up for those who desire them. "Although not well known," Publicity Chairman Tom May commented, "it's going to be a hell of a show.

The "Honeydripper," Roosevelt Sykes, who has played in both U.S. and European Festivals, will be Friday night's first performer at the festival. The Cultural Arts Commission, "he is unquestionably the greatest living barrelhouse blues piano player and one of the most prolific bluesmen ever." This will be Sykes' second Festival appearance and his 50th year as a Blues performer.

The Festival will close with Big Joe Williams, playing the unorthodox nine-string guitar, and the performance of Carey Bell's Blues Band featuring Lurrie Bell. As paraphrased by Chuck Berry: "The joint will be jumpin', goin round and round."

Students to donate clothes

All students are urged to bring a clothing drive that is being sponsored by Volunteer Services after Thanksgiving, from November 26 to December 10.

Winter clothes, boots, towels and linens are much needed for the refugees that have settled in the South Bend area. Any unwanted items of clothing brought back from Thanksgiving break can be placed in the depositories in your hall.

Your help is greatly appreciated.
OBUD answers questions

by Michael Mader

"What's for dinner?" and "What's going on tonight on campus?" are the most frequent questions asked of the on­-campus volunteers. OBUD is primarily concerned with gathering information about campus happenings and relaying that information to students by way of their phone service. Among other things, OBUD also holds the student body and class elections each year and prints a resource manual containing information on every group concerned with the University. OBUD also runs Opera­tions Brainstorm, a sort of free forum on ideas bettering the University, in which the past has resulted in the hair stylist on campus and trash cans on the quads. They recently distributed the University phone books in dorms and on campus. In the event that anyone missed their copy, they are asked not to be identified. "The memories are all good, as well as they should be. They were men of such enormous personal humor and good will." -- Elmore Leonard

One year later

San Franciscans remember murders

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- Dianne Feinstein won't sit in the chair where George Moscone was shot. Anne Kronenberg's closest friend, says it is impossible to scar the city. "I've felt George's presence," says Dianne Feinstein, whom many regard as a "true friend" of the late Mayor Moscone. "It was his seemingly cold­blooded killer, but a good guy gone wrong." -- Falzon says.

The 27th of every month is very special to Dan White to do a very special thing for. "I'd have done the same thing for him and been just as satisfied with the result," says Dianne Feinstein. "I don't sit in the chair where George Milk's efforts for homosexual rights were almost more than could be borne. Now the pain has eased a year since White reload­ed his gun, ran down the hall and shot Supervisor Harvey Milk because he smirked at the let­down of everything for just a small fee. Boy - is my head will not die out.''

The politics of George Milk's efforts for homosexual rights were almost more than could be borne. Now the pain has eased a year since White reload­ed his gun, ran down the hall and shot Supervisor Harvey Milk because he smirked at the let­down of everything for just a small fee.

San Francisco, San Francisco that reflects the world never goes back the way it was, what might have been undone..." -- Falzon says. "We are asked to pick them up between 3 and 5 p.m. before Dec. 3.

Dear Mom and Dad,

How are you? I'm fine, and the doctor says I'll feel even better when I get a few days' rest and a couple of home­cooked meals. But with the condition of my wallet, it looks like I'll have to hitchhike home for the holidays.

My roommate just made plans to go home with Greyhound and says Greyhound is a great way to fight inflation because their fares are so reasonable.

Greyhound even makes it possible for someone to prepay a ticket in one place so someone at another place can just pick up the ticket and go home. You can even send along a small cash advance with the ticket. Greyhound will take care of everything for just a small fee. Boy - is my roommate lucky.

Well, I'm to fun to pick up some more of that expensive medicine. I miss you all very much and hope to be home next weekend.

Love and kisses.

With Thanksgiving now over, students fall back into daily routines for the last month of the semester (phot by Greg Mazurek)
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Rape Awareness alerts women

by Paul Maloney

In an attempt to alert Notre Dame and Saint Mary's women to the reality, possibility and consequental danger of rape, the Rape Awareness Program is informally sponsoring a campus week campuses how to be ready and react to assault situations.

Susan Tamborini, residence director of Holy Cross Hall at Saint Mary's, wrote the program which took root last year. She is being assisted by Kathleen Kearney, assistant director of Farley Hall, and Kathleen Grabcik, both of them working with the female students.

"Our main goal is to make the students more security-minded," said Tamborini. "Any interested student is encouraged to attend the week. Students who wish to learn more about the upcoming trip is asked to attend a meeting on Thursday at 6 p.m. in the Student Affairs Conference Room in the lobby of LeMars Hall.

Campus/New York will concentrate on two major career fields, business and theater. Those interested in the business opportunities have a wide range of activities to attend. Top executives of national and multinational corporations, speaking on management, economics, finance, and other topics, will assume the role of instructors during the week.

Officers and staff members will speak informally and answer questions about their work, businesses, and job opportunities for the future. The support from friends." Tamborini noted that the resume section, the resume section, the resume section, and the resume section of the National Association of Women's and the resume section of the National Association of Women's and the National Association of Women's and the National Association of Women's organizations will help students react to rape if it does occur. "The coloring is the site of a credit card," said Tamborini. "They let you know what to do in case of assault and rape -- like notifying the proper authorities and hospital, etc.

"This should help students become more secure and serious about rape.

A joint committee between the two schools has been formed to help resolve local rape problems as best as possible. Coordinated by Dean of Students James Roemer, the committee is in search of methods to make both campuses safer for women. Both Tamborini and Kearney, as well as other concerned representatives from each school, are serving on the committee.

K of C to accept nominations

Nominations for office positions in the Knights of Columbus numbers are to be considered by Grand Knight Tom Leibowitz and Secretary Roman Macias. Although nominations may be submitted until election day, Dec. 5, it is urged that all those who wish to run in their own right also be reviewed by the election committee prior to voting. For more information contact Leibowitz at 8293 or Macias at 5746.

Dr. Solomon to lecture tonight

Dr. David Solomon, associate professor of philosophy at the University, will discuss "Henry Sidgwick: The Professionalization of Moral Consciousness" at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Library lounge.

Solomon's lecture is the last of a series entitled: "Evolutionary Images of Humanity," which has explored selected works in politics, literature, art and science in the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries.

The series is sponsored by the College of Arts and Letters and the Department of Philosophy and supported by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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Israel leaders reconsider Mayor Shakaa's expulsion

JERUSALEM (AP) - Israeli spokesman, signaling a shift in attitude, said yesterday the government would reconsider the expulsion of Nablus Mayor Bassam Shakaa in exchange for a statement by him against terrorism and his voluntary resignation from office.

A military review board which was to hear Shakaa's appeal against the expulsion order postponed its meeting for the second time to allow quiet contacts to continue.

Israeli sources said consultations among Prime Minister Menachem Begin's Cabinet on Sunday produced an agreement to explore the feelers put out by Arab mayors on Shakaa's behalf.

It was still unclear if a compromise could be reached between the government's insistence that Shakaa be deposed as mayor and Shakaa's refusal to step aside, sources said.

Shakaa was arrested Nov. 11 pending deportation following a discussion he held with a top army officer in which he allegedly condemned Arab terrorism. Shakaa said he was misunderstood and that he opposes violence, although he blames Israel's 13-year occupation for the ongoing strife.

Two previous attempts failed to persuade the government to drop its deportation proceedings. Begin also received appeals for Shakaa's release from the U.S. State Department and the United Nations General Assembly.

A suggestion from some Arab mayors that Shakaa might step down apparently broke the ice in government thinking, Israeli sources indicated. But the Israeli leaders insist that Shakaa be reinstated.

"We think that could be done voluntarily, there may be grounds for changing the situation," said Cabinet Secretary Aryeh Noker.

In a statement by him against terrorism, Shakaa mayors insist that Shakaa be reinstated.
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Carter takes calculated risk, agrees to meet
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Khomeini urges unity against US

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter has taken a calculated risk, and told his fellow's all Iranians must learn to handle weapons, drop their divisive arguments with each other, and unite with all others against America or the United States will do what it wants, according to the state media.

As a result, the Iranian religious and political authorities, and the North American University of the Western Unions, are calling for a boycott of any protest against the American embassy takeover. They have called for a boycott of any protest against the American embassy takeover.

The United States successfully opposed the U.N. Security Council's request by Iran, saying that the hostages must be released. The Iranian government is likely to interpret this move as a diplomatic gain by Iran's few supporters around the world and by Carter's rivals in the presidential campaign, who are already arguing that his leadership is not forceful or firm.

One week ago, the Carter administration was refusing to allow such a move. The United States now has an agreement with Iran to use American diplomats to handle the hostage situation, but there are no guarantees that the hostages will be released.

The Soviet Union is the most likely to interpret this move as a diplomatic gain by Iran's few supporters around the world, and it will want to keep the pressure on the United States to release the hostages.

There is no guarantee that the American government will mobilize against the United States if Iran does not release the hostages.

Chancellor Mohammad Reza Pahlavi spent the Saturday night in New York, the day before he was scheduled to appear before the United Nations Security Council meeting on the situation in Iran.

The news is reported as accurate and fair by The Observer.
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Concerning Krishna

Supreme Court refuses blockage of ‘solicitation’

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court refused yesterday to block "wandering solicitation" by the International Society of Krishna Consciousness members at the Indiana State Fair.

The justices left intact lower court rulings which said Indiana's attempt to limit the society's activities to a fair booth is an impermissible infringement on religious freedom.

Indiana officials had argued the restriction was imposed on exhibitors and serves an impermissibly tenuous legitimate function.

U.S. District Judge William Steckler and the 7th U.S. Circuit of Appeals, however, ruled that state authorities could not offer enough justification for interfering with what the society sees as its right to proselytize.

The society practices "San­kirtan," a devotional requirement to go to public places to disseminate and sell religious literature and solicit contributions.

"We are not unmindful as anyone cannot be who has traveled through a major airport facility in recent years, that the practitioners of Sankirtan have been regarded as annoying and often downright irritating by those they approach," Judge Wilbur Pell Jr. wrote for the 7th Circuit court last May 16.

"It is not, however, the cases in which the auditor is in agreement with that which is being expressed which reach the courts under the rubric of the First Amendment.

"Distaste for what is being expressed, and often abhorrence, appear to be the basis of the exercise of First Amendment rights and provisions.

"The society practices 'San­kirtan' by requiring its devotees to go into public places to disseminate and sell religious literature and to solicit contributions."

"We are not unmindful as anyone cannot be who has traveled through a major airport facility in recent years, that the practitioners of Sankirtan have been regarded as annoying and often downright irritating by those they approach," Judge Wilbur Pell Jr. wrote for the 7th Circuit court last May 16.

"It is not, however, the cases in which the auditor is in agreement with that which is being expressed which reach the courts under the rubric of the First Amendment.

The Advisory Council for Women Students has entered its sixth year of existence amid increasing demands for a women's interest group to represent the interests of Notre Dame women to the campus at a whole.

The Advisory Council was formed in 1974 to aid Notre Dame students in assessing the opinions of the council see its importance as an advisory council rather than an activities council.

"We are more of an advisory council," comments Farley representative Patty Hackler. "We try to find different areas which concern women and then work with the groups involved."

A recent example has been the rape crisis on and off campus. Members of the council have gone to Dean Roomer and Security to discuss different ways in which security might be improved. They have also spoken with landlords in the effort to encourage better safety precautions off-campus.

The council has sponsored various activities in the past, including discussions with women and women faculty members in the halls, and past two years has sponsored an 'Alumnae weekend,' which brought back to the campus Notre Dame women graduates to speak about careers, professions and family.

Jones was quick to point out, however, that the Advisory Council should not be judged on its activities. "The Advisory Council promotes change for the better; often, its successes are not seen as direct results of its actions."

Hackler provided an example. "When we heard about the two new dorms, we suggested that the Hall President's Council look into it, and they set up the petition from there."

The demand for activities is obviously one which frustrates Miriam Jones. "Every year someone asks for more activities, but our main purpose remains as a response group."

Jones said. The call for a women's interest group interests members of the council. As Jones noted, "The Advisory Council was formed in part to help women adjust to Notre Dame. Maybe women here have passed the point of needing help. Maybe it is time to take that next step."

U.S. suspects chemical warfare

WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. intelligence officials strongly suspect that the Soviet Union provided chemical weapons that have been detected in Laos and Vietnam.

These officials, asking to remain anonymous, said a team of Russian chemical warfare specialists was working in Laos this year in western Laos, scene of recent reported gas attacks on H Mong hill tribe members who have never accepted communist victory.

"We'll probably never be able to come up with conclusive evidence, but we have high suspicion that the Russians provided the chemical agents," one official said.

An Army investigating group, including several doctors, concluded that at least two possibly three different chemicals were used against the tribesmen - a nerve agent, a substance that caused massive bleeding, and probably a riot-control agent.

The Army investigators based their conclusions on medical symptoms and other signs described by 45 tribesmen they interviewed last month at three refugee camps in northern Thailand. The number of refugees estimated 700 to 1,000 people died and that many more were sickened as result of attacks by planes and rockets. Whole villages were said by refugees to have been wiped out.

The H Mong refugees were said in the investigation report to have been directly exposed to chemical agents or to have witnessed attacks.
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) - Taking advantage of the weakened dollar, Europeans are crossing the Atlantic in record numbers to vacation in Miami Beach, providing a sorely needed boost to the area's tourist industry.

Even at the height of Flori­da's winter season, tourist officials say rates for a two-week vacation package compare favorably with traditional European resorts such as Spain's Costa del Sol and the Canary Islands.

They're just about the same when you find that a good dinner in a restaurant or hotel in Florida is half what it costs for the same meal in Europe," says John Anderson, vice pres­ident for marketing for National Airlines. "When you toss in the reduced cost for sightseeing, car rentals and shopping, Flori­da becomes a real value.

"We're promoting the hell out of what Florida offers - and it's working."

Just how many Europeans visit Florida isn't known. But based on reports from the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, Miami-Metro tourism director Lew Price estimates that about 150,000 Europeans will visit Florida in 1979, compared to about 100,000 in 1978.

Price predicts the figure will be higher in 1980, with as many as 250,000 Europeans visiting Miami Beach via scheduled carriers such as National, Brit­ish Airways, Lufthansa, Iberia and Pan Am and on charter flights.

James Lofrus, Miami sales manager for British Airways, says the decline in the value of the dollar has been the key ingredient in the influx.

"When they come to Miami, especially in the summer, they discover the price of a good hotel is $20 to $30 a night, while comparable room in Spain or the Canary Islands would cost three times as much," Lofrus says.

Average rates for travel and lodging for a two-week vacation range from $500 to $1,150 from Germany or England to Spain and $950 to $1,082 from Europe to Florida during the winter season, Andersen says. Figures projected for next summer and fall show it will cost $560 to $750 from the Nether­lands to Miami Beach compared to $506 to $602 for a similar trip between Amsterdam and Tenerife in the Canary Islands.

Many of the package vaca­tions include trips to Disney World in Central Florida and the Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral. Even St. Pet­ersburg and St. Augustine report increases in European tourists.

But most of the Europeans head to Miami Beach sometime during the trip. "It's saving Miami Beach," says Peter Hed­lund of the Americana Hotel.

When you make the Sullivan team, you call the plays.
Sponsors flush with grief

London nixes Crapper memorial

LONDON (AP) - Thomas Crapper, the Victorian sanitary engineer, is not to be commemorated by London's city fathers after all.

A proposal to erect a blue plaque honoring the 19th-century toilet-maker has been rejected by the Greater London Council's historic buildings committee, council spokesman Victor Kenny said yesterday. "Memorable though Crapper's name might be in popular terms," said the decision, "evidence from the Parent Office shows that he was not a notable inventor or pioneer in his chosen field and therefore the case for the plaque is not justified."

There are about 400 blue plaques on buildings around London commemorating famous men and women who lived or worked here—nables such as Charles Dickens, Vincent Van Gogh and South American liberator Simon Bolivar.

Crapper, born in Yorkshire in 1837, moved to London and achieved fame through the manufacture of sanitary equipment, including an early model flush toilet. He died in 1910 but the firm he founded remained in business through the 1960s. The council's researchers failed to find any patents for Crapper's "flushing device" and said contemporary plumbing textbooks did not mention him.

It had been proposed that Crapper's one-time residence at Thornsett Road, Anerley, or his two addresses in Buckmas ter Road, Battersea, all in south London, should bear the plaque.

Wayne Pellegrini, director of Psych Services, is investigating alcohol abuse through a student survey which will be conducted this week. See story on front page [photo by Greg Maurer].

... Habits

(continued from page 1)

system will allow each student the opportunity to compare his/her scores on questions to norms obtained at other university campuses, according to Pellegrini.

Pellegrini also said that in filling out these questionnaires, the heavy drinker may become aware that he has a problem. If not, at least awareness on campus will be raised, Pellegrini stated.

Along with raising student awareness, the 42-question survey is to be utilized in the development of an alcohol abuse prevention program. This program would complement existing intervention and treatment efforts offered by Psych Services, according to Pellegrini.

Presently, alcohol referrals and cases are up from past years, according to Pellegrini. "We do individual work as a result of referrals from Dean Roemer, hall rectors, resident assistants, friends or on a student's own accord. Programs to teach residents how to intervene and group therapy are two other methods used by Psych Services. "I think the most effective way to help people with drinking problems is when he/she is confronted by a peer," Pellegrini says.

If the survey is to help these programs and the student body, honesty is a prerequisite, Pellegrini said. "I am definitely depending upon the integrity of each student. This is a chance to help themselves, the university and possibly future students," Pellegrini said.

Pellegrini is hoping for a good response and thinks that the Hall Presidents Council (which is coordinating the administration and collection) has been highly efficient.

About six months went into preparing this survey, according to the Psych Services Director, Dr. Patricia Crosson. "We are now counting on the cooperation of individuals in each of the residence halls," she stated.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court yesterday agreed to consider making it easier for prosecutors to use illegally seized evidence in criminal trials. The justices said they will study an appeal by the federal government to reinstate the cocaine-smuggling conviction of a Fort Wayne, Ind., lawyer. At a federal appeals court last April 5 struck down, J. Lee Havens' conviction and eighth-year prison sentence after ruling that federal prosecutors in Michigan had used impermissible evidence during Havens' trial. The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that Havens is entitled to a new trial.

Havens and fellow Fort Wayne lawyer John McLeroth arrived in Miami on a flight from Lima, Peru, on Oct. 2, 1976. During a customs search, agents found more than three pounds of cocaine in makeshift pockets sewed into McLeroth's undershirt. McLeroth told agents that Havens, who already had cleared customs, was part of the smuggling operation. Agents then arrested Havens and searched his luggage without a warrant.

One of the undershirts in Havens' luggage had pieces cut out that corresponded to the pockets sewed into McLeroth's shirt. Prior to Havens' trial, however, the shirt taken from his luggage was ruled impermissible as evidence because it had been obtained at an illegal search. Under an "exclusionary rule" first fashioned by the Supreme Court in 1914, the government generally is prohibited from using illegally obtained evidence in court.

At Havens' trial, McLeroth testified that Havens was part of a cocaine-smuggling conspiracy that had been active for some time. For his cooperation, McLeroth was allowed to plead guilty to lesser charges and received a suspended sentence. Testifying in his own behalf, Havens denied any involvement with the smuggling conspiracy. During cross-examination, he denied any role in McLeroth's smuggling attempts.

Prosecutors subsequently were allowed to ask Havens about the undershirt found in his luggage, and a Customs agent was allowed to testify about finding the cut-up shirt. The trial judge ruled that such questioning and testimony could be used to impeach Havens' perjury account.

A series of Supreme Court rulings have carved out exceptions to the exclusionary rule - allowing prosecutors to use tainted evidence in impeaching a defendant's testimony when it is "manifestly contradictory" to that evidence.

But those decisions always dealt with direct testimony by the defendant, not testimony in response to prosecutors' questions. In validating Havens' conviction, the 5th Circuit ruled, "The predicate for (tainted evidence's) use in impeachment must be found in the direct examination of the defendant. Second, the evidence's question must contradict a particular fact recited by the defendant. An arguable conflict with a simple denial of guilt does not meet this test."

On vacation

Mike Molinelli is on vacation this week. "Molariy" will return next Tuesday.

Dr. Vasta receives fellowship

Dr. Edward Vasta, professor of English at the University, is one of two Indiana educators named by the National Endowment for the Arts to receive a $10,000 fellowship for playwrights, and writers of fiction and other creative prose. Fellowships are awarded on the basis of published writings of exceptional talent, to enable them to set aside time for writing, research or travel. Recipients of the 273 awards were chosen from 3,730 applications, an increase of 800 over the last three years.

Caroline A. Richards of Richmond was the second Indiana recipient. Vasta received his undergraduate training at Notre Dame and received postgraduate degrees at University of Michigan and Stanford University. He has been a member of the Notre Dame faculty since 1958.

Freshmen provide Thanksgiving

Twenty-six families in the South Bend area enjoyed a traditional Thanksgiving dinner this year, thanks to a group of Notre Dame freshmen students. Members of the Freshman Year Advisory Council raised almost $800 in campus solicitations during the last two weeks and provided complete meals for families named by the YMCA or St. Vincent de Paul Society.

Directing the program were two South Bend students, Eileen O'Meara, and Derrick Campbell. The food baskets included one or more turkeys, milk, potatoes, vegetables, bread and food certificates. The project was one of a series of community involvement programs planned by the council for fellow students during their first year at Notre Dame.
**Newspaper Article**

**Title:** Castino, Griffin share honor

**Summary:** Brian Castino of the Minnesota Twins and shortstop Alfredo Griffin of the Toronto Blue Jays were named joint winners Monday of the American League Rookie of the Year award presented by the Baseball Writers Association of America.
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**Castino, Griffin share honor**

NEW YORK (AP) - Third baseman John Castino of the Minnesota Twins and shortstop Alfredo Griffin of the Toronto Blue Jays were named joint winners Monday of the American League Rookie of the Year award presented by the Baseball Writers Association of America.

Relief pitcher Mark Clear of the California Angels, the only lefty in either league named for the marksman All-Star season, finished third with the 14 first-place votes.

New York Yankee reliever Ron Davis, first baseman Pat P팀 of the Texas Rangers and pitcher Ross Baumgarten of the Chicago White Sox received three each.

In the last time of the AL rookie balloting has finished in a deadlock. In 1976, pitchers Pat Zachry, then with Cincinnati, and Bob McClure, then with St. Louis, finished tied for the NL rookie award.

Griffin, a 5-foot-10-inch switch hitting, batted .287 for the Blue Jays, who acquired him from the Cleveland Indian organization in a trade at last winter's winter meetings held in Orlando, Fla. He set club records with 179 hits and 20 stolen bases.

Castino, who turned 25 this month, took his third-base job at midseason and batted .285 with 32 runs batted in for Minnesota.

Clear, who had won 10 games in a deadlock. In 1976, pitchers Pat Zachry, then with Cincinnati, and Bob McClure, then with St. Louis, finished tied for the NL rookie award.

Griffin, a 5-foot-10-inch switch hitting, batted .287 for the Blue Jays, who acquired him from the Cleveland Indian organization in a trade at last winter’s winter meetings held in Orlando, Fla. He set club records with 179 hits and 20 stolen bases.

Castino, who turned 25 this month, took his third-base job at midseason and batted .285 with 32 runs batted in for Minnesota.

Clear, who had won 10 games in the AL All-Star break, finished with an 11-3 record and 14 saves for the West Division champions.

Davis, recalled from the minors by St. Louis in early September, hit .285 in 121 games for the Rich Gossage was sidestepped with an injured thumb, posted a 1-2 record and 10 saves for West Champions.

Bauergarten was 13-8 with a 3.53 ERA for the White Sox and earned his third All-Star honor in five years.

The National League rookie winner, last of the BBWAA awards, will be announced Wednesday.

**Sports Briefs**

**Title:** Injury sidelines Hanzlak

**Summary:** Bill Hanzlak, senior guard and co-captain of the Fighting Irish, suffered a dislocated index finger last week.

**Description:** Surgery was performed last Tuesday after which Hanzlak will remain with a wrist cast for approximately three weeks. It is hoped the recovery period will be ready action by the time Dame faces Kentucky in Louisville.

Junior forward Wilson is expected to fill in at the starting guard spot for Saturday’s opener against Valparaiso.

**Sports Briefs**

**Title:** IH requests equipment

**Summary:** All innerhall football players who have not returned their equipment are requested to do so Thursday night between 6:30 and 8:30 at gare da, if you do not return equipment to the hall office in the ACC.

**Description:**
- **Sports Briefs**: Purdue inks 6-11 Gamper

**Sports Briefs**

**Title:** Purdue inks 6-11 Gamper

**Summary:** West Lafayette, Ind. (AP) - Joe Gamper, a 6-foot-11 center from Cincinnati LaSalle High School, has high-quality sun trips on campus for loans before X-Mas break is Dec. 12. commission and free travel.

**Description:**
- **Sports Briefs**: Purdue inks 6-11 Gamper

---

**Classifieds**

**Title:** All classified ads must be reviewed by 5 p.m. two days prior to the issue in which they are to appear.

**Description:**
- **Classifieds**: All classified ads must be reviewed by 5 p.m. two days prior to the issue in which they are to appear.

---

**Classifieds**

**Title:** Deadlock

**Summary:** Loston ... wrap around sweater purchased during senior class trip in 3090 East... $20-$200.

**Description:**
- **Classifieds**: Deadlock
Irish roll over Hurricanes as Ferguson, Waymer shine

Notre Dame overwhelmingly defeated Miami, 40-15, Sunday afternoon (late Saturday evening in Ireland) in the annual Mirage Bowl, playing under a steady downpour and before Tokyo crowd of 60,000 in National Olympic Stadium. The Notre Dame victory over the Hurricanes, a fasting opponent granted a bye because of weather conditions, capped off the 1979 Notre Dame season with a final record of 7-4.

Senior captain Vagas Ferguson and coach and Waymer had finished fine Notre Dame careers with outstanding performances. Ferguson scored three touchdowns and rushed for 177 yards in 35 carries, giving him 1,472 yards for the season and 4,472 yards for his career. Waymer was equally brilliant for the day with two interceptions which were both returns for scores. In the second quarter, he scored from the Miami 28-yard line and in the third period from a 2-yard line.

At Chicago Sailing finish ninth

National prominence is nothing new to Notre Dame athletics - football, basketball, hockey, fencing, sailing - but this week, the latest triumphs for coach Smith, "from overall we got an excellent display of talent and marked a strong comeback from the half-time score to 19-7 in favor of the Irish." Ferguson scored from the 11-yard line last in the third period. His third touchdown came early in the fourth quarter on a two-yard effort. The final Notre Dame score came from Waymer's second aerial theft and 27-yard return. With only four seconds left in the game, a Miami running back Breckner leaped for a one-yard line, leaving the score of the contest at 61-15 after a two-period counter.

The Irish amassed 229 yards rushing and 211 yards passing for an offensive total of 252 yards. Notre Dame's record stands as the poorest in 16 regular seasons, but the victory over Miami was an impressive display of talent and marked a strong comeback from success.

"The cold weather wasn't so bad," said Reynolds. "Last year we sailed in a Blizzard. The winds were just lucky to hang on."

Though the weather may not have been ideal, the Irish were thrilled to be back around in Lake Michigan, all of the Irish sailing teams had sailed in the Fall National Sailing Championships.

Junior captain Phil Reynolds finished fourth in the A division with Margaret Chris as crew, and in the B division, Greg Fisher sailed to 14th place finish with Jane Brown and Carol Silva as crew.

Icers drop Cornell twice

by Brian Beglane Sports Writer

ROCHESTER, N.Y. - With all the assorted injuries and troubles the Notre Dame hockey team has been having lately, an administrative decision to change the team's official colors from blue and gold to black and blue can't be too far away. But while this decision is being pondered, the Irish are doing something the skating wounded are not supposed to do - win.

The latest triumphs for coach Lefty Smith's Irish are being pondered, the Notre Dame hockey team has been having lately, an administrative decision to change the team's official colors from blue and gold to black and blue can't be too far away. But while this decision is being pondered, the Irish are doing something the skating wounded are not supposed to do - win.
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